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Abstract

This paper introduces a project to build a
blockchain-based registry for fact checks. It
describes why the project was initiated and
briefly argues for the use of blockchain to
store fact checks compared to traditional stor-
age methods. The project uses the Fact Check
Assistant web application that was developed
to streamline fact checking processes for indi-
vidual fact checkers whether they work inde-
pendently or as part of an institution or project.
The paper is a mere introduction with in-depth
research expected to follow so as to assess
the project and identify what worked and what
didn’t after the implementation of the project.
The project is essentially an experiment to see
if blockchain technology can help make fact
checking processes more reliable and effec-
tive.

1 Introduction

One of the fundamental problems facing social
media and online platforms with user-generated
content is the lack of effective and reliable ways
to swiftly limit the spread of disinformation (Mar-
wick and Lewis, 2017).

Take for example the distortion campaigns that
leverage Whatsapp groups during election cam-
paigns. Recent research on Indian elections,
for example, has found that Whatsapp was used
widely to propagate false information during criti-
cal electoral processes (Resende et al., 2019).

Viral messages on social media travel too fast
and reach too many people to be vetted and re-
moved swiftly if found to contain disinformation.
The automated methods used by Facebook to de-
tect and take down abusive content such as terror-
ism, sexual or hate-speech content someone effec-
tively (Nieva, 2018). However, those methods are
not yet used to detect and stop content containing
disinformation. Facebook has started however an

initiative to partner with dozens of fact checking
organisations in many countries to help address
the problem (Funke, 2019).

Another project that seeks to limit the spread of
disinformation online is the ClaimReview schema,
which was initiated to by schema.org, a collabo-
rative, community activity with a mission to cre-
ate, maintain, and promote schemas for structured
data on the Internet, on web pages (https://
schema.org/docs/about.html). While
the project is community-driven, it relies in its
funding on sponsorship by Google, Yahoo, Mi-
crosoft and Yandex, which largely dictate the
terms of the service (https://schema.org/
docs/terms.html). DataCommons (https:
//datacommons.org) is an open platform
provided by Google where one can download
limited datasets containing fact checks using
the ClaimReview schema. The biggest and
more comprehensive ClaimReview-compatible
dataset available today is indexed by Google,
which introduced, starting with YouTube, a
service (https://toolbox.google.com/
factcheck/explorer) that allows anyone to
search for fact checks that use the ClaimReview
structure (Locker, 2019).

While the aforementioned two initiatives are
quite dissimilar in their approach, it can be argued
that their aim is the same, i.e., to limit the neg-
ative impact of disinformation online. However,
the two also have a common problem, which lies
in the fact that they are largely dependent on cen-
tral entities. It could be said that by using those
services, one needs to have some degree of trust in
Google and Facebook. The two initiatives suffer
from an obvious problem of centralisation where
the supporting companies enjoy a great deal of
power. This dependency makes it problematic for
the public to trust in fact checks that are affiliated
with them.
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2 Fact Check Assistant

In this paper I present a project that tries to ad-
dress this trust problem. The project is composed
of two consequent steps. The first involves remov-
ing the need for fact checks to only come from
fact checking organisations. The rationale behind
this is the fact that no matter how hard they try,
fact checking entities will still be limited in their
capacity to fact checking every claim that comes
their way and rarely coordinate with each other.
To address this, the project expands the network
of fact checkers to include individual professional
journalists who could produce fact checks based
on requests by their own communities and have
them easily shared.

Using a quote by Politifact Editor Angie Holan,
one can consider fact checking as “journalism dis-
tilled to its essence” and hence, journalists and fact
checkers can be seen as members of the same team
aiming at revealing the truth and exposing disin-
formation (Institute, 2018). Fact checking should
not be viewed as an exclusive club where creden-
tials are provided to organisations only. Anyone
with skills and determination can follow the steps
required to do a proper fact check and contribute
to fighting disinformation.

With this in mind, Södertörn University’s
Journalism Department has developed, as part
of the Vinnova-funded Faktaassistenten project
(https://faktaassistenten.sh.se),
which resulted in developing an open-source web
application called Fact Check Assistant (FCA)
that allows streamlining and systematizing the
fact checking process to facilitate the production
of verifiable fact checks by journalists and even
others who can be given some training in this area.
The platform allows integrating various tools that
help simplify and speed up data verification
processes for text, picture and video contents.

In order to track fact checks over time, the
project encourages crowd-wisdom to emerge by
allowing multiple fact-checkers to verify the same
claim or parts of it, giving the result a high de-
gree of accuracy. The project’s long-term goal is
to allow fact checkers to effectively contribute to
making fact checking a universal mission.

However, one may ask the legitimate ques-
tion ‘where would the fact checks themselves be
stored?’. To answer this, we have studied possi-
ble ways to limit central control, possible manipu-
lation, and enhance transparency and traceability.

And our answer revealed that blockchain technol-
ogy is one way to achieve this.

3 Why blockchain?

The Faktaassistenten project’s success in develop-
ing the FCA app led to considering how to store
records of fact checks in a way that limits cen-
tral control and the need to trust the companies
storing the data. To explain how FCA helps with
this it is important to describe the pieces of data
that are stored during a fact checking process. The
main components are: 1) Reviews of claims (tex-
tual, pictures, video), 2) Reviews of sources (indi-
viduals making the claims), 3) Reviews of media
(platforms that publish online content and used to
publish claims), 4) Updates to fact checks, and 5)
Information about fact checkers themselves.

While it can be argued one can store those data
entries using multiple servers and give credentials
to participating fact checkers and enable access
using application interfaces (APIs) and joint au-
thorisation mechanisms, the complexity and cost
of such a system are simply too high. Therefore,
our project intends to build a private blockchain
using Hyperledger (https://hyperledger.org/) with
fact checkers as the nodes. The Hyperledger is
a Linux Foundation project that develops open-
source blockchain technologies that can be utilised
for various use cases. In the long-term, we envi-
sion transitioning to a public blockchain in the fu-
ture if/when scalability and security conditions on
such blockchains are permissive.

By creating a global registry of fact checks on a
blockchain, we are preventing any single entity or
small group of companies from having dispropor-
tionate levels of power. We simultaneously intro-
duce high levels of transparency and trustworthi-
ness. Once it migrates to a public blockchain, the
database would become accessible to the public
including social media platforms that can compare
content submitted by users to claims that exist in
the registry. Analysts would also be able to do ex-
tensive data analysis to identify patterns of disin-
formation similar to the way data journalists to use
bitcoin blockchain data to extract, trace and anal-
yse transaction data (Smith and Al-Saqaf, 2019).

Considering that this blockchain-based fact
check registry would be an open resource that is
not controlled or owned by any central authority
and knowing that it is immune from manipulation,
it could be a trustworthy way for social media plat-
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forms and users to check claims against automat-
ically using artificial intelligence algorithms that
can search using keywords and assessing credibil-
ity of sources and media based on the history of
the validity of their claims in the past.

It is worth noting that the project is pursued
as a research initiative as well as a contribution
to the growing field of technology-based projects
that seek to address the problem of disinformation.
Close coordination between the project team, fact
checkers and journalists will maintain a constant
feedback loops to assess the various stages of the
project.

4 Conclusion

The aim of the project outlined in this paper is not
to add to the hype around blockchain or creating
another solution seeking for a problem. But rather,
it is to address some of the weaknesses that exist
today in relation to the way fact checks are indexed
and published. It would also help explore new ef-
fective ways of building trust not only in the fact
checking process, but also in fact checkers them-
selves since they will be holding themselves to a
higher standard by ensuring that whatever articles
they publish are tracked and archived permanently.
The project is also an invitation to scholars, jour-
nalists, fact checking organisations and technolo-
gists to engage in experiments using blockchain
as a possible storage mechanism for non-financial
data.
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